
Year 7 Curriculum Map – Updated September 2022

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

English

Journey through
literature: a whistle stop
tour of the chronology of

English Lit. including Greek
myth; Canterbury Tales;

The Renaissance; The
Enlightenment; The

Romantics; Victorian Lit;
Modernism and 21st

Century writers.

Romantic Poetry, focusing
on Big Six: Coleridge,

Blake, Wordsworth, Byron,
Shelley and Keats

Investigating power of
human imagination and

emotion
Exploring divinity of

natural world as presented
in Romanticism

Analysing the way in which
class and social divide is
presented in Romantic

poetry

The Tempest by William
Shakespeare: Colonialism;

power; love
Introduction to

Shakespearean drama and
language

Context of voyage and
exploration;

problematising Elizabethan
attitudes towards foreign

lands

Finish The Tempest by
William Shakespeare;

segue in to descriptive
writing SOW

Colonial texts: a closer
look at literature written
during and/or influenced

by British rule of India
including extracts from

The Jungle Book; A
Passage to India; Victoria

and Abdul.

Finish unit on British
colonial texts and segue in
to persuasive writing SOW

Maths

Adding and subtracting
negative numbers

Multiplying and dividing
negative numbers

Rounding to the nearest 5,
10, 100 or 1000, or
nearest integer or decimal
places

Estimation

Looking deeper at place
value

Multiplying or dividing by
powers of  10, 100, 1000

Written and mental
methods of multiplication,
division, subtraction and
addition

Order of operations

Worded problems

Factors, multiples and primes

LCM and HCF

Prime factor decomposition

Understanding the meaning
of fractions

Representation of fractions

Equivalent fractions,
simplifying fractions

Multiplying fractions

Converting decimals to
fractions (not vice versa)

Multiplying decimals by
turning into fractions

The reciprocal

Dividing fractions

Dividing decimals by turning
into fractions

Converting between improper
fractions and mixed numbers

Comparing and ordering
fractions

Converting fractions to
decimals (already done
decs to fractions)

Comparing and ordering
fractions AND decimals

Adding and subtracting
fractions

Adding and subtracting
mixed numbers

Fractions of amounts

---------------------------------

Algebraic conventions

Manipulate expressions by
multiplication, division or
collecting like terms

Substitution, inc negative
numbers

Expand a single bracket

Factorise into one bracket

Forming expressions or
equations from context

---------------------------------

Perimeter and area of
rectangles, triangles and
composite shapes (not any
other shapes yet)

Geometric conventions
and notation

Constructing and labelling
circles

Drawing and measuring
angles

Estimating angles

Constructing triangles
given 3 sides or two sides
and one angle or two
angles and one side

Properties of 2D shapes
including parallel lines

Naming quadrilaterals and
triangles

Angle facts (around a
point, on a straight line,
vertically opposite, in a
triangle, in a
quadrilateral,
‘supplementary’)

Alternate and
corresponding angles

---------------------------------

Recognising sequences
inc Fibonacci

Term-to-term rules

Position-to-term rules

---------------------------------

Coordinates

Drawing graphs of linear
equations

The data cycle

Primary and secondary
data

Discrete and continuous
data

Find the mean, median,
mode or range from raw
data

Put raw data into
frequency tables (grouped
or not)

Comparing two sets of data
using an average and the
range

Drawing or interpreting a
pictogram, bar chart or
vertical line graph

Data project



Science
Being a Scientist
Cells & Movement

Particles and mixtures
Speed and Gravity

Interdependence
Plant Reproduction

Acids and alkalis
Metals and non-metals

Voltage & Current
Variation

Human Reproduction

Earth structure
The Universe
Sound & Light

Energy costs and transfers
Climate change

History
Golden Thread: Power and

Diversity

What is history? How far
was Anglo-Saxon Britain

the creation of other
peoples?

Did the Normans bring a
truckload of trouble?

Was the medieval Church
more powerful than the

monarchy ?

What was medieval life like
if you weren’t a King?

How did revolts and
plotting affect royal

power?

Elsewhere: How did the
medieval world change?

Geography
Geography Skills (includes

a range of maths skills
[graphs, grid references,

scale on a map])

The British Isles (including
an introduction to

rainfall/precipitation)

Kenya as an example of an
LEDC

Rivers and Flooding Settlements Geography Skills (includes
a range of maths skills

[graphs, grid references,
scale on a map])

Spanish

My life & Family;
Adjectives, Present tense

verbs, Common irregulars;
Connectives;

Using regular present
tense verbs

A1 Focus and Italian Taster School Life;
Opinions, comparatives;

Opinion adjectives, opinion phrases;
Expressing opinions

My Town ;
Near Future, hay, present tense;

Clock times;
Using the near future

Music

Graphic scores -
Introduction to notation

through basic composition
and performance

Musical Elements/Notation
- Exploring pitch and

musical notation through
melodies/performance on

the Piano. Learning the
elements of music and

basic analysis skills

Junk Percussion/Stomp -
Focussing on structure and

basic rhythms used in
performance through

creating instruments and
performances from a

composition

Instruments of the
Orchestra - Composition
and analysis of classical
music with orchestral

instruments.

The Planets- exploring
soundscapes through the
use of Music Technology.
Inspired by the work of

Gustav Holst.

Singing Sessions -
Independent and

collaborative learning of
pitch through singing in
ensemble performance.

Philosophy and

Ethics

Introduction to
Philosophy, Religion and

Ethics  at TKA

Pupils begin the course
through philosophical

stories which ask
questions such as ‘What
am I?, ‘What do we need
to be happy?’ and what

does it mean to be
Human?. We then

introduce pupils to the
ancient Greek

Who am I and what do I
believe?

A philosophy based unit,
which asks pupils to
explore their beliefs, ideas
and understanding of the
world. Some pupils will
have religious worldviews,
and others atheist. The
topic introduces concepts
of the soul, God and asks
pupils to develop their

What does it mean to be Jewish?

Pupils study the core beliefs and teachings in the Jewish
faith to support their learning of what it means to have a
Jewish worldview. Pupils cover concepts such as G-d’s
nature, the Messiah, G-d’s covenants, before finally
studying the story of Exodus and why it is so important for
Jewish people. Pupils also cover some important events
for Jewish people, such as Pesach, and Bar and Bat
Mitzvahs.

How should I act?

An ethics based unit
where pupils consider
what guides their moral
actions. Pupils look at
case studies, and then
end the topic writing a
report to Planet X
advising them on how to
live a more ethically life.

What does it mean to be a
Sikh?

Pupils leave core beliefs,
teachings and practices of
the Sikhi faith. The pupils
learn about the Guru Nanak,
the formation of the Khalsa
and the core beliefs about
God. They pupils build a
picture of what it is like to
be a Sikh and show
commitment to their faith.



Philosophers: Socrates,
Plato and Aristotle.

ideas and opinion.

Digital Literacy

Introduction and
Productivity:

TKA IT systems intro
How to use key parts of the

Google ecosystem;
Classroom, Drive. Good

practice and housekeeping
online.

Modelling Spreadsheets Understanding Computers Networks from
semaphores to the

Internet

Code.org Express Course
Solve simple problems

using an algorithm
Implementing
algorithms in a
programming
environment

Programming structures

Computer Science
Discoveries: Unit 3 -

Animations &
Games Key

programming
principles

Drawing and loops
Variables

Properties (and sprites)
Boolean conditionals

Events (sprite collisions)

Drama
Induction. Skills. Names.

Drama expectations. Self-
discipline and listening

exercises.

Creating a Character
Trestle Masks

Introducing non-verbal

Mask assessed
performances

Scripted: Sparkleshark

Sparkleshark performances

Theatre Form 1 Mime.

Mime assessed
performances

Commedia workshops and
performances

Image making and
transition choreography

Energy Levels

communication.

Developing Character

Actions speak louder than
words

Art

Draw - investigation of 2D & 3D mark making through observation, exposure to range of
drawing materials, techniques and surfaces, colour mixing. How do artists make marks

drawing our attention?
Different types and purposes of drawing

Benefits of experimentation with materials
Reading and talking about artists use of drawing & mark-making

Borrow - investigation of genres and traditions and way artists borrow and abuse them.
2D/3D response to Portrait, still life landscape - colour, relief, assemblage. Why/How

cultures develop art traditions
Why/How artist abuse these expectations

How artists continually influence each other

DT

Teamwork: Introduction to
the iterative design

process. Looking at how
engineers and designers

work as individuals initially
but then as a team to
come up with a design

that best fits a
brief/context.

Making prototypes and
learning how destructive

testing can be used to
make a stronger and better
product. Using the iterative
process to create the best

design possible.

Isometric sketching:
Learning the techniques

and skills involved in
isometric sketching and
how it can be used to

create basic shapes. From
those basic shapes learning

how to create more
complex shapes.

Introduction to basic
tools: How you can use

some basic hand
tools/workshop tools to

create a product or
porotype that meets a

brief.

2D Design: Introduction to
2D design and using this to
create an outcome on the

laser cutter.

ACCESSFM: What is
ACCESSFM, and how is it

used during designing and
engineering.

Understanding that this is
an integral part of the

iterative design process.

Materials: Understanding
how different materials

can be used for different
products. Recyclability,

sustainability,
manufacturing, machining.



PE

Invasion Games (Football, Rugby & Netball) and Net Games (Badminton and Table Tennis) Within each sport pupils
will develop their use of physical and social skills within skill based practice and performance. Some skills will cross
over (throwing, catching, kicking, jumping, running and bounding). They will also learn the rules and regulations of

each sport, implementing them when in competition. Pupils will learn and understand some of the principles of how
to attack and defend within a team. Students will begin to engage in basic teamwork (invasion games) and develop

their independent decision making (net games).

Striking/Fielding Games and Athletics
(Cricket, (Rounders, Softball and Sprinting/

Running Events and Throwing Events)
Students will develop their physical and social skills
within skill based practice and performance. Some
skills will cross over (throwing, catching, batting,

bowling and fielding). Students will further enhance
their team play and their ability to outwit an

opponent.
Students will develop the motivation and skills to

achieve their personal best through a range of
athletic events. Students will continue to learn the

rules and regulations within each sport and the
safety elements of certain athletic events.

PSHE (PSHE)
Skills: Students will explore
the importance of the skills

needed to become

Relationships: Learning
positive qualities within

relationships with a

Healthy Living: Exploring
the key components of a

healthy diet before

Prevent: Designed to
support students in

protecting themselves in a

Citizenship: Students will
explore the different forms

Citizenship: This will lead
into the impacts of

discriminatory behaviour,

successful learners. These
include specific lessons

on: Resilience
Self-Confidence

Teamwork
Goals

specific focus on the
different types of

relationships and bullying

exploring personal
hygiene, the difference
between bacteria and

viruses and the key roles of
medical professionals

range of situations. This
includes lessons on

Personal Safety
Online Behaviours

FGM
Support Networks

of prejudice that exist in
society.

as well as the support
networks accessible .


